
BUTTERFLY VALVES

BALL VALVES
Industrial carbon and stainless 
steel and alloy ball valves for 
manual, automated and control 
applications

Two & three piece, full, reduced 
& multi-port design, flanged, 
threaded, socket weld for manual, 
on/off and control

High temperature, high pressure, 
digester blow, sand and liquor 
valves, metal seated, trunnion 
mount and phantom port designs

ANSI Class high performance and 
resilient seated butterfly valves 
for a wide range of applications, 
manual or automated

Ductile iron body, cartridge style 
seat up to 48” 

Triple offset for extreme low and 
high temperature application

Carbon and stainless steel high 
performance butterfly valves, iron 
body resilient and PTFE seated 
butterfly valves

Swing and High performance, non-
slam, wafer to 88” and class 2500

Non-slam, spring assisted stem 
guided up to class 2500

Wafer, lug and flanged style swing 
and double door

Full line of sanitary ball, butterfly 
and check valves, relief and 
vacuum valves and sanitary 
specialties

Single seat valves, butterfly 
and check valves, valve repair 
components

Ball and butterfly valves; fittings 
for sanitary and pharmaceutical 
applications

Ball, plug, butterfly and 
diaphragm valves for sanitary and 
pharmaceutical applications

Free flow shutter valves for 
sanitary applications, 2-way & 
multiport configurations
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Fluid Process Equipment | Service & Repair | Installation | Skid Systems | Valve Automation & Design
Professional Pump is the SOURCE for all of your valve needs. We represent industry-leading valve 
manufacturers. Our extensive inventory allows us to assemble, test, and ship valves the same day! 

D-U-N-S: 13-142-5704  |  ISO 9001:2015 certified

CRANE FKX

CHECK VALVES

SANITARY VALVES
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Pneumatic, electro-pneumatic, and 
smart positioners; explosion proof

3-way and 4-way solenoids

3-way and 4-way solenoids

Pneumatic, electro-pneumatic, and 
smart positioners

Electric on/off, modulating, quarter 
turn, and fail closed actuators

Pneumatic vane actuators

Pneumatic rack and pinion, skotch 
yoke and electric, limit switches, 
solenoids mounting kit, electric on/off, 
modulating quarter turn

Temperature sensors and assemblies 
including thermocouples, RTDs, 
PT100s, thermowells and accessories

Electric on/off, modulating, quarter 
turn, and linear actuators 

Smart/intelligent valve positioners 

Patented diffuser plate high 
performance control butterfly valves

Industrial carbon and stainless steel 
segmented and V-ball for precision 
modulating applications

High-performance, rotary control 
valves and V-ball for a wide range of 
throttling and on-off applications

Custom sanitary control valves for 
viscous, pasty medias and medias 
containing solids

Triple offset butterfly valves for extreme 
low and high temperature applications

Back pressure and pressure relief 
valves, pulsation dampeners, pump 
accessories

A leading manufacturer of industrial 
thermoplastic valves and accessories

USA manufactured pinch valves, 
duckbill and wafer check valves, ISO 
rings and pressure sensors

Valves for chemical, water/wastewater 
and ultra-pure applications

Pressure regulating valves, back 
pressure and pressure relief valves

Pig diverting valves and Pigging 
Systems for viscous and fast hardening 
sanitary media

SPECIALTY VALVES

CONTROL VALVES
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